Student Dining Committee
10/17/2013
In Attendance: Paula Amols(Director of Dining); Hunter Easterling; Ashleigh Kendall; Zachary Lisanby;
Khariah Payne; Rebecca Cashman; Arden Mynatt; Jenna Salza; Patrick Hooks; Kris Cowan.

Excellent turnout this week! Good to see everyone, thank you for coming.
Paula provided some follow-up information from the last meeting:
In response to a request for low-fat or fat-free cottage cheese at Winslow: they are running out what
they have in stock, and it will be replaced with low-fat(Chef Tim mistakenly said fat free originally, then
corrected that, saying he would check to confirm, but he believed it was actually reduced fat);
In response to a request for low sugar yogurt—our prime vendor does not carry it at this time;
Complaint that the fresh berries were sour—as said at the meeting, quality is spotty this time of year on
these, but we will start sampling these as they come in, and if they’re not good quality, they will be
returned. But it will be difficult to find good quality ones this time of year, so it might mean being
without fresh ones at times;
Request for greater variety in fresh fruit—Chef Tim said that earlier in the year when there was more
variety available at reasonable prices, he did bring in other items, but as in the past, they didn’t move
well. We can continue to try, but it does seem as though most customers want the tried and true;
There were a few other issues brought up that pointed out the need for some retraining of staff in some
areas, and that has been done.
New Business:
A question about allowing take out at late night from Winslow. Paula responded that the purpose of
offering take out at all was for the convenience of those whose class schedules made it difficult if not
impossible to get back to Winslow for lunch, or to sit down on site for a meal. Because late night is
8pm-11pm, the academic day is over and students should be able to come in and eat.
There was also a question about possibly reducing the door price for late night, since it’s not as
extensive a menu as regular dinner. Paula pointed out that for those on the Flex plan, paying at the
door, there is the option of purchasing the meal bundle, which puts the cost of a meal at $6.50, less than
the $7.25 door price. This was endorsed by one of the students present, who said he does this and it
really works out well.
Also for late night at Winslow, a request for some vegetarian options.

It was noted that there haven’t been the chocolate chips over by the waffle maker in a long time(follow
up: the chocolate chips are over by the ice cream. The reason they’re no longer by the waffle maker is
that students were putting the chocolate chips in the waffle maker with the batter, and that was
damaging the waffle makers. The chocolate chips should only be put on top of the waffles).
Paula told the students about “Popcakes”, something she and Chef Tim had had demonstrated for them
this week. It’s a machine that students could use to make their own pancakes, on demand. Everyone
seemed to like that idea(follow up: Chef Tim is working with the company on hopefully getting one of
the machines, assuming we can make space for it on the counter where the waffle makers are).
It was commented on that some staff in T-Room have been seen touching non-food items, like their
clothing or hair, while wearing gloves, and then touching the food while wearing those same gloves.
Paula said this is a training issue that the manager there will address.
A complaint that the tables at Winslow need to be cleaned more frequently at late night. But there was
a follow up comment that students also had to be responsible and bus their items.
The Monday night football themed food competition at Winslow is popular, the students really like it.
Paula asked how Dining Services could get more students to “like” them on Facebook, and follow them
on Twitter. It was suggested that Dining Services advertise giveaways and similar things for “liking”
them on Facebook. Also that lots of followers for Athletics and Racer News, so trying to tag onto those
communities.
Because Halloween falls when the next meeting would typically be, next meeting will be on Tuesday,
10/29.

Minutes submitted by Paula Amols

